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55. HUMAR, Iztok, GRADIŠAR, Miro, TURK, Tomaž, ERJAVEC, Jure (2014).
The impact of color combinations on the legibility of text presented on LCDs.
JCR 2013 IF: 1,932; SSE; economics; 19/332(1); ABS 1
SNIP 2013 IF: 2,437; SSE; Economics, Econometrics and Finance(all); 9/50(1)

57. PELJHAN, Darja, ŠEVIĆ, Željko, TEKAVČIČ, Metka (2014). Knowledge-based network links: a must for rapid internationalisation of a "born global" company. *Aktualni problemi ekonomik*, ISSN 1993-6788; 2 (152)191-200. kategorija: 1A4 (Z1);
JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.136; SSE; Economics and Econometrics; 465/499(4)

58. MIHALIČ, Tanja, SEDMAK, Gorazd, PLANINC, Saša, BOGATAJ, Janez, JELOČNIK PELICON, Matic. (2014). Diverzifikacija morskega ribištva v turistično dejavnost na slovenski obali. *Annales, Series historia et sociologia*, ISSN 1408-5348; 24(1)35-52,
JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.094; SSE; Social Sciences(all); 231/246(4); A&HCI

JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.666; SSE; Education; 453/806 (3)

JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.666; SSE; Education; 453/806 (3)

JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.084; SSE; Management Information Systems; 20/61(2)

62. MANFREDA, Anton, INDIHAR ŠTEMBERGER, Mojca (2014). Factors causing the relationship gap between top management and IS personnel. *Journal of enterprise information management*, ISSN 1741-0398; 27(2)107-121
JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.137; SSE; Library and Information Sciences; 41/174(A1)
63. DWYER, Larry, KNEŽEVIĆ CVELBAR, Ljubica, MIHALIČ, Tanja, KOMAN, Matjaž (2014). Integrated destination competitiveness model: testing its validity and data accessibility. *Tourism analysis*, ISSN 1083-5423; 19(1)1-17
JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0,171; SSE; Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality Management; 62/65(4)

JCR 2013 IF: n/a (suspenz); ABS 2
SNIP 2013 IF: 1,453; SSE; Economics and Econometrics; 119/499(1)

65. BREZNIK, Lidija, LAHOVNIK, Matej (2014). Renewing the resource base in line with the dynamic capabilities view: a key to sustained competitive advantage in the IT industry. *Journal for East European management studies*, ISSN 0949-6181, 19(4)453-485.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.406; SSE; management; 151/172(4); ABS 1
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.846; SSE; Industrial relations; 15/41(2)

JCR 2013 IF: 0.76; SSE; international relations; 38/82(2); ABS 2
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.028; SSE; Political Science and International Relations; 89/340(2)

JCR 2013 IF: 0.351; SSE; linguistics; 112/169(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.930; SSE Language and Linguistics; 92/296(2); A&HCI

JCR 2013 IF: 2.571; SSE; information science & library science; 5/84(1); ABS 3
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.791; SSE; Management Information Systems; 6/61(1)

JCR 2013 IF: 2.111; SSE, planning & development 5/55(1); ABS 3
SNIP 2013 IF: 4.663; SSE; Geography, Planning and Development; 1/534(1)

JCR 2013 IF: 0.81; SSE, economics; 162/333(2); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.969, SSE; business, management and accounting (miscellaneous); 20/70(2)
71. TKALEC, Marina, VIZEK, Maruška, VERBIČ, Miroslav (2014).
Balance sheet effects and original sinners' risk premiums.
Economic systems, ISSN 0939-3625; 38(4)597-613.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.611; SSE, economics ; 207/333(3); ABS 1
SNIP 2013 IF:1.264; SSE; Economics and Econometrics ; 165/501(2)

72. ČRNIGOJ, Matjaž, VERBIČ, Miroslav (2014).
Financial constraints and corporate investments during the current financial and economic crisis: the credit crunch and investment decisions of Slovenian firms.
Economic systems, ISSN 0939-3625; 38(4)502-517.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.611; SSE, economics ; 207/333(3); ABS 1
SNIP 2013 IF:1.264; SSE; Economics and Econometrics ; 165/501(2)

Trading firms in the services sectors: comparable evidence from four EU countries.
Review of World Economics, ISSN 1610-2878; 150(3)471 – 505.
JCR 2013 IF: 0,903; SSE; international relations ; 32/83(2) ABS 2
SNIP 2013 IF: 1,652; SSE; Economics, Econometrics and Finance(all) ; 18/153(1)

74. TORRES VAN GRINSVEN, Vanessa, BOLKO, Irena, BAVDAŽ, Mojca (2014).
In search of motivation for the business survey response task.
[CObiss.SI-ID 22385126], [JCR, SNIP]
JCR 2013 IF: 0.965; SE; statistics & probability ; 55/119(2)

75. PFAJFAR, Gregor, MITRĘGA, Maciej (2014).
Leveraging business partnerships with internal relationships: moderating effects of special investments in social ties under pressure of recession.
Transformations in business & economics, ISSN 1648-4460; 13(3 (33))42-58.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.26; SSE; economics ; 284/333(4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.372; SSE; Business and International Management ; 169/241(3)

76. PONIKVAR, Nina, ZAJC KEJŽAR, Katja (2014).
Foreign direct investment, competition and markup size of firms.
Transformations in business & economics, ISSN 1648-4460; 13 (3 (33)) 251-268.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.26; SSE; economics ; 284/333(4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.372; SSE; Business and International Management ; 169/241(3)

77. SHAOFANG, Li, MARINČ, Matej (2014).
The use of financial derivatives and risks of U.S. bank holding companies.
JCR 2013 IF: 0,617; business, finance ; 67/91(3); ABS 3
SNIP 2013 IF: 0,906; Finance ; 86/198(2)
78. VRBINC, Marjeta, VRBINC, Alenka (2014). The structural and semantic aspects of conventional as- and like-similes. Archiv für das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen, ISSN 0003-8970; 166(251/2)310-333, JCR 2013 IF: n/a; ABS: n/a A&HCI SNIP 2013 IF: n/a

79. KUŠČER, Kir (2014). Determining indicators of mountain destination development. Tourism analysis, ISSN 1083-5423; 19(4)441-460, JCR 2013 IF: n/a ; ABS n/a SNIP 2013 IF: 0,171; SSE; Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality Management ; 62/65(4)

80. PETERLIN, Judita, DIMOVSKI, Vlado, PENERG, Sandra (2014). Razvoj trajnostnega vodenja študentov menedžmenta = Sustainable leadership development of management students. Pedagoška obzorja, ISSN 0353-1392; 27(5)94-109. JCR 2013 IF: n/a ; ABS n/a SNIP 2013 IF: 0,264; SSE Education ; 711/817 (4)

81. SLAVEC, Alenka (2014). Bank financing and trade credit use of Slovenia small firms : an empirical examination. Transformations in business & economics, ISSN 1648-4460;13(2 =32)91-101. JCR 2012 IF: 0.452, SSE; economics; 238/332 (3); ABS n/a SNIP 2012 IF: 0.29; SSE, Business and International Management ; 182/231(4)

82. ČEPON, Slavica (2014). Fear of failure in a foreign language for students of economics = Strah pred neuspehom v tujem jeziku za študente ekonomije. Pedagoška obzorja, ISSN 0353-1392; 29(3/4)125-138. JCR 2013 IF: n/a ; ABS n/a SNIP 2013 IF: 0,264; SSE Education ; 711/817 (4)

83. JAKLIČ, Andreja, DAMIJAN, Jože, ROJEC, Matija, KUNČIČ, Aljaž (2014). Relevance of innovation cooperation for firms' innovation activity : the case of Slovenia. Ekonomsko istrživanja, ISSN 1331-677X; 27(1)645-661. JCR 2013 IF: 0,241; SSE; economics ; 292/333(4) ABS n/a SNIP 2013 IF: 0,372; SSE; Geography, Planning and Development ; 373/534(3)

84. CALLANAN, Cormac, JERMAN-BLAŽIČ, Borka (2014). User understanding of privacy in emerging mobile markets. IEEE technology & society magazine, ISSN 0278-0097; 33(4)48-56 JCR 2013 IF: 0,49; SSE; engineering, electrical & electronic ; 200/248(4); ABS n/a SNIP 2013 IF: 0,776; SSE; Social Sciences(all) ; 90/248(2)

86. ZAJC KEJŽAR, Katja, PONIKVAR, Nina (2014).
Job destruction and productivity gains in heterogeneous incumbent firms: comparing the effects of imports and inward foreign direct investment.
Emerging markets finance & trade, ISSN 1540-496X; 50(6)27-51
JCR 2013 IF: 0.468; SSE; international relations; 60/83 (3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.077; SSE; Economics, Econometrics and Finance(all); 29/153(1)

87. VERBIČ, Miroslav, ČRNIGOJ, Matjaž (2014).
Corporate investment and corporate taxation during the economic crisis in Slovenia.
Eastern European economics, ISSN 0012-8775; 52(6)32-56.
JCR 2013 IF: 0.224; SSE; economics; 298/333(4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 0.235; SSE; Economics and Econometrics; 439/501(4)

Znanstvene objave 2013

Applied economics. 45(28), 3952-3962,
JCR 2012 IF: 0.437, SSE, economics; 244/333 (3); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF: 0.939, SSE, economics and econometrics; 212/486 (2)

International journal of information management. 33(1), 48-60
JCR 2012 IF: 1.843, SSE, information science & library science; 12/84 (1); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:

3. KONEČNIK RUZZIER, Maja, DE CHERNATONY, L (2013)
Developing and applying a place brand identity model: the case of Slovenia.
Journal of business research. 66(1) 45-52.
JCR 2012 IF: 1.844, SSE, business; 47/116 (2); ABS 3
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.783, SSE, management; 121/172 (3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

5. DAMIJAN, Jože, KONINGS, Jozef, POLANEC, Sašo (2013). Pass-on trade: why do firms simultaneously engage in two way trade in the same varieties?
Review of World Economics. 149(1), 85-111.
JCR 2012 IF: 0.7839, SSE, international relations; 32/82 (2); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:
6. ŠKERLAVAJ, Miha, SU, Chunke, HUANG, Meikuan (2013). The moderating effects of national culture on the development of organisational learning culture: a multilevel study across seven countries. 
*Journal for East European management studies.* 18(1), 97-134.
JCR 2012 IF: n/a (JCR 2011 IF: 0.581), SSE, management; 129/168(4); ABS 1

*International Journal of Hospitality Management.* 32(1), 149-154
JCR 2012 IF: 1.692; SSE, hospitality, leisure, sport & tourism 8/35 (1); ABS 2

8. MARINČ, Matej (2013). Banks and information technology: marketability vs. relationships. 
JCR 2012 IF: 1.553; SSE, management; 64/172 (2); ABS n/a

*Labour economics.* 22 (spec. iss.) 94-114.
JCR 2012 IF: 1.076, SSE, economics; 123/332 (2); ABS 3

JCR 2012 IF: 0.333, SSE; business, finance ; 70/86(4); ABS 2

11. HROVATIN, Nevenka, CIBIC, Damir, ŠVIGELJ, Matej (2013). Development of the fibre network in Slovenia: what can be learnt?. 
*Transformations in business & economics.* 12 (1(28)) 182-205.
JCR 2012 IF: 0.452, SSE; economics; 238/332 (3); ABS n/a

12. ŽABKAR, Vesna, HOSTA, Maja (2013). Willingness to act and environmentally conscious consumer behaviour: can prosocial status perceptions help overcome the gap? 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.521, SSE; business; 92/116 (4); ABS 1

*European accounting review.* 22(1) 117-150.
JCR 2012 IF: 0.654, SSE, business, finance; 57/86 (3); ABS 3

JCR 2012 IF: 3; SSE, hospitality, leisure, sport & tourism. 2/35 (1); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 1.01; SSE, business, finance; 34/86 (2); ABS 3
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 1.843; SSE, information science & library science; 12/84 (1); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 2.2; SSE management; 37/172 (1); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 0.825; SSE, industrial relations & labor; 10/24(2); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 0.492; SSE, economics; 228/332 (3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 0.199; SE, biology; 80/83 (4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:


JCR 2012 IF: 3.259; SSE, hospitality, leisure, sport & tourism; 1/35(1); ABS 4
SNIP 2012 IF:
JCR 2012 IF: 0.414; SE; engineering, multidisciplinary; 65/90(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

23. PELJHAN, Darja (2013). Improving performance management by integrating formal and informal management control system. 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.414; SE; engineering, multidisciplinary; 65/90(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.492; SSE; economics 228/332(3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.85; SSE; business, finance 45/86(3); ABS 3
SNIP 2012 IF:

26. KAŠE, Robert, KING, Zella, MINBAEVA, Dana (2013). Guest editors' note: using social network research in HRM: scratching the surface of a fundamental basis of HRM. 
*Human resource management*. 52 (4), 473-483
JCR 2012 IF: 1.478; SSE, management 71/172(2); ABS 4
SNIP 2012 IF:

*Human resource management*. 52 (4), 627-644
JCR 2012 IF: 1.478; SSE, management 71/172(2); ABS 4
SNIP 2012 IF:

*Finance a uver-czech journal of economics and finance*. 63(4), 360-381
JCR 2012 IF: 0.34; SSE, business, finance ; 69/86 (4) ; ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.4; SSE, political science , 111/157(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:
*Economic modelling*. 33, 560–571 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.557; SSE, economics; 215/332 (3); ABS 2 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2012 IF: 0.4; SSE, economics; 254/332(4); ABS n/a 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2012 IF: 0.365; SE, SSE, management; 156/172(4), ABS n/a 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2012 IF: 1.899; SSE, hospitality, leisure, sport & tourism; 5/35(1); ABS 3 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

34. PONIKVAR, Nina, TAJNIKAR, Maks, DOŠENOVIĆ BONČA, Petra (2013). A small EU country attempting to exit the economic crisis: rediscovering the post Keynesian perspective on incomes and prices policy. 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.234; SSE, economics 291/332(4); ABS 2 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

35. RUSJAN, Borut, CASTKA, Pavel (2013). Does ISO 9001:2008 continue to blur the purpose of conformity standardisation?: an analysis from the operations strategy perspective. 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.414; SE, engineering, multidisciplinary; 65/90(3), ABS n/a 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2012 IF: 0.5; SSE, business 93/116(4); ABS 2 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2012 IF: 0.633; SSE, economics; 198/332(3); ABS n/a 
SNIP 2012 IF: 

JCR 2011 IF: 0.509, SSE, management; 137/168(4); ABS 2
39. **Hvalica, Dušan** (2013). Solving job shop problems in the context of hypergraphs. *Central European Journal of Operations Research, 21*( suppl. 1), S27-S40. JCR 2012 IF: 0.629; SE, operations research & management science ; 58/79(3); ABS n/a


41. **Cankar, Franc, Deutsch, Tomi, Zupan, Blaž, Setnikar-Cankar, Stanka** (2013). Schools and promotion of innovation = Škole i promicanje inovacije. *Croatian Journal of Education = Hrvatski Časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje, 15* (spec ed.2), 179-211. JCR 2012 IF: 0.125; SSE, education & educational research ; 208/219(4); ABS n/a

42. **Damijan, Jože, Rojec, Matija, Majcen, Boris, Knell, Mark** (2013). Impact of firm heterogeneity on direct and spillover effects of FDI : micro-evidence from ten transition countries. *Journal of Comparative Economics, 41*(3), 895-922. JCR 2012 IF: 1.567; SSE, economics ; 196/333(3); ABS 3

43. **Korže, Branko** (2013). The significance of the implementation of human rights in the functioning of economic operators for the prevention of the causes of economic and broadersocial crisis. *Lex Localis-Journal of Local Self-Government, 11*(3), 255-270. JCR 2012 IF: 0.4; SSE, political science ; 111/157(3); ABS n/a


45. **Nikolov, Marjan, Hrovatin, Nevenka** (2013). Cost efficiency of Macedonian municipalities in service delivery : does ethic fragmentation matter?. *Lex Localis-Journal of Local Self-Government 11*(3), 743-775. JCR 2012 IF: 0.4; SSE, political science ; 111/157(3); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.492; SSE, economics; 230/333(3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.3; SE transportation science & technology; 28/30(4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

49. MARIČ, Miha, DIMOVSKI, Vlado, DJURICA, Maja, ČERNE, Matej, ĐURICA, Nina (2013). Developing the supervisor’s authentic leadership measure. Technics Technologies Education Management-TTEM, 8(1), 229-237.
JCR 2012 IF: 0.414; SE, engineering, multidisciplinary; 65/90(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 1.219; SSE, management; 89/174(3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

51. CIMPERMAN, Miha, MAKOVEC BRENČIČ, Maja, TRKMAN, Peter, De LEONNI STANONIK, Mateja (2013). Older adults’ perceptions of home telehealth services. Telemedicine and e-Health, 19(10), 786-790.
JCR 2012 IF: 1.4; SE, health care sciences & services; 58/83(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

52. CIRMAN, Andreja, MANDIČ, Srna, ZORIČ, Jelena (2013). Decisions to renovate: identifying key determinants in Central and Eastern European Post-socialist countries. Urban studies, 50(16), 3378–3393
JCR 2012 IF: 1.493; SSE urban studies; 9/38(1); ABS 3
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.176, SSE, linguistics; 133/162(4); A&HCI; ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.746; SSE, business; 82/116(3); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:
JCR 2012 IF: 0.795; SSE, management; 115/168(3); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.273; SSE, economics; 284/333(4); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR IF 2012: 1.162; SSE, psychology, multidisciplinary; 51/126(2); ABS n/a
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0.492; SSE, economics; 228/332 (3); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 1.095; SSE management; 98/172(3); ABS 2
SNIP 2012 IF:

60. ČATER, Tomaž, LANG, Rainhart, SZABO, Erna (2013). Values and leadership expectations of future managers: theoretical basis and methodological approach of the GLOBE Student project. Journal for East European management studies, ISSN 0949-6181, 18(4), str. 442-462.
JCR 2012 IF: 0,25; SSE; management; 162/174(4); ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF:

JCR 2012 IF: 0,25; SSE; management; 162/174(4); ABS: 1
SNIP 2012 IF:


   JCR 2012 IF: n/a; ABS: n/a
   SNIP 2012 IF: 0.617; SSE; language and linguistics, 139/396(2);


   JCR 2012 IF: 0.25; SSE; management; 162/174(4); ABS: n/a
   SNIP 2012 IF: 0.704; SSE business and international management; 96/239(2)

65. **ČERČE, Danica** (2013). A new reading of an old text in Eastern Europe: John Steinbeck’s In Dubious Battle. *Journal of language, literature and culture*, ISSN 2051-2856; 60(3), 178-192

   JCR IF 2012: n/a; A&HCI (4)
   SNIP 2012 IF:

66. **LANCELOT MILTGEN, Caroline, POPOVIČ, Aleš, OLIVEIRA, Tiago** (2013). Determinants of end-user acceptance of biometrics: integrating the "Big 3" of technology acceptance with privacy context. *Decision support systems*, ISSN 0167-9236: 56, 103-114.

   JCR 2012 IF: 2.201; SE, operations research & management science; 6/78(1); ABS 3
   SNIP 2012 IF:


   JCR 2012 IF: 0.459; SSE, economics; 239/333 (3); ABS n/a
   SNIP 2012 IF: 0.29; SSE, business and international management; 180/239(3)

68. **DOLŠAK, Nives, BOWERMAN, Emily C.** (2013). Do we know each other?: bilateral ties and the location of Clean Development Mechanism projects. *Climatic change*, ISSN 0165-0009, 2013, 118(3/4), 521-536,

   JCR 2012 IF: 3.634; SE, environmental sciences; 22/210 (1); ABS n/a
   SNIP 2012 IF: 1.73; SE, atmospheric science; 5/87(1)


   JCR 2012 IF: 0.881; SSE, social issues; 20/39(2); ABS n/a
   SNIP 2012 IF: 0.893; SSE, geography, planning and development; 164/550 (2)


   JCR 2012 IF: n/a; ABS 1
*Medijska istraživanja*, ISSN 1330-6928, 19(1)83-104.
JCR 2012 IF: n/a ; ABS 1
SNIP 2012 IF: 0.269; SSE; communication ; 143/187(4)

72. HROVATIN, Nevenka, ŠVIGELJ, Matej (2013). The interplay of regulation and other drivers of NGN deployment : a real-world perspective
*Telecommunications policy*, 37(10)836-848.
JCR 2012 IF: 1.594; SSE, communication; 13/72 (1 ); ABS 3
SNIP 2012 IF: 1.681, SE; electrical and electronic engineering ; 115/569

73. ČERČE, Danica (2013).
O slovenski polpretekli kritiški misli in prezrtih romanih Johna Steinbecka.
*Studia Historica Slovenica*, ISSN 1580-8122, 13(1)223-240
JCR 2012 IF: n/a ; ERIHB

74. IVAŠKOVIĆ, Igor (2013).
Trialistični koncept v kontekstu jugoslovenskih vizij pred 1. svetovno vojno.
*Studia Historica Slovenica*, ISSN 1580-8122, 13(1)89-120
JCR 2012 IF: n/a ; ERIHB

75. RAŠKOVIĆ, Matevž, MAKOVEC BRENČIČ, Maja, JAKLIČ, Marko (2013).
Antecedents and evolution of the Bartlett and Ghoshal transnational typology.
*Multinational business review*, ISSN 1525-383X, 218(2)148-173
JCR 2012 IF: n/a ; ABS 1

*Ekonomska istraživanja*, ISSN 1331-677X; 26(spec. iss.) 185-200.
JCR 2013 IF: 0,241; SSE; economics; 299/332(4); ABS n/a

*Ekonomska istraživanja*, ISSN 1331-677X; 26(spec. iss.)45-62.
JCR 2013 IF: 0,241; SSE; economics; 299/332(4); ABS n/a

78. BAJDE, Domen (2013).
Consumer culture theory (re)visits actor-network theory : flattening consumption studies.
*Marketing theory*, 13(2)227-242.
JCR 2013 IF:2.267; SSE, business ; 23/110 (1); ABS 2
SNIP 2013 IF: 1.049, SSE, Marketing, 48/123(1)

79. BAJDE, Domen (2013).
Marketized philanthropy : Kiva's utopian ideology of entrepreneurial philanthropy.
*Marketing theory*, 13(1)3-18.
JCR 2013 IF:2.267; SSE, business ; 23/110 (1); ABS 2
*Engineering management journal*, ISSN 1042-9247; 25, (3)25-37. 
JCR 2013 IF: SNIP 2013 IF: 0,333; SE; engineering, industrial, 38/43(4); ABS n/a

*Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje*, ISSN 1848-5189;15 (sp. ed. 2) 179-211. 
JCR 2013 IF: SNIP 2013: 0,34; SSE; education & educational research ; 219/219(4)

82. HOČEVAR, Marko, NOVAK, Aleš (2013). The development of integrated public passenger transport in Slovenia with special emphasis on pricing. 
*Lex localis*, ISSN 1581-5374;11(3)213-235, doi: 10.4335/11.3.213-235(2013). [COBISS.SI] JCR 2013 IF: 0,6; SSE; political science ; 91/157(3); ABS n/a
SNIP 2013 IF: 1, 059; SSE; Law ; 120/406(2)

Znanstvene objave 2012

*Transformations in business & economics* : 11(2A) 478-487. 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.459, SSE, economics, 239/333 (3); ABS n/a

*Technics technologies education management*. 7(3) 1132-1144. 
JCR IF 2012: 0.414, SE, engineering, multidisciplinary 65/90 (3) ; ABS n/a

3. DONG, Ming, LONČARSKI, Igor, HORST, Jenke ter, VELD, Chris (2012). What drives security issuance decisions : market timing, pecking order, or both?. 
JCR 2012 IF: 1.33, SSE, business, finance 20/88 (1); ABS 3

JCR 2012 IF: 0.542, SE, geosciences, multidisciplinary 150/172 (4); ABS n/a

*Amfiteatru economic*, 14 (32), 522-536. 
JCR 2012 IF: 0.953, SSE, economics 139/333 (2); ABS n/a
JCR 2012 IF: 0.359, SSE, management 157/174 (4); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.333, SSE, economics 200/333 (3); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.211, SSE, economics 302/333 (4); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.509, SSE, economics 228/333 (3); ABS 3

JCR 2012 IF: 0.981, SSE, education & educational research, 62/219 (2); ABS 2

JCR 2012 IF: 0.273, SSE, economics 284/333 (4); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.273, SSE, economics 284/333 (4); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.273, SSE, economics 284/333 (4); ABS n/a

JCR 2012 IF: 0.273, SSE, economics 284/333 (4); ABS n/a
   JCR 2012 IF: 2.743, SSE, environmental studies 9/93(1); ABS 2

   JCR 2012 IF: 1.854, SE, operations research & management science 13/79 (1); ABS 3
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